UKRAINE: Military Says Rebels Using Truce to Regroup

The military said the rebels have been using the ceasefire to regroup and prepare for future battles.

ISRAEL: Gaza Violence Kicks Off at Least 1,100 in February: UN

The report by the United Nations Human Rights Council said at least 1,100 people were killed in February in the region, including civilians and soldiers.

EGYPT: Sisi Meets News Media to Discuss Crisis

President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi met with Suez canal workers and other journalists in Cairo to discuss the crisis.

IRAN: Warns Against Dire Consequences of Arming Terrorist Groups

Iranian officials warned against arming terrorist groups, saying it would have dire consequences.

GUARDIAN: China and Russia Launch New Missile

The new missile was launched as part of a joint military exercise.

U.S. DESERVES ‘LOSS OF THE’ ECONOMY

Kerry's speech was widely praised for its eloquence and depth.

ISRAELI PM HAILS U.S. CONGRESS SPEECH

The Israeli Prime Minister praised the speech, saying it was a significant moment for international relations.
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